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 Executive Summary

The advisors at Mersberger Financial Group, Inc. (which may be referred to as “MFG”, “Us” or “We” 
throughout this document) has developed an investment policy statement in order to outline the 
investment philosophy and the investment processes of the advisors. This document also seeks 
to ensure that the advisors of MFG act in a fiduciary capacity for all clients. We believe it is critical 
in planning for its client’s futures to form a repeatable and documentable portfolio management 
process. In addition, MFG believes it is important to have all financial advisors and staff members 
educated and cognizant of MFG’s investment strategies and philosophy. This approach allows MFG to 
maintain consistency in it’s investment advice, as well as to always act in the clients best interest.

 Purpose

The purpose of this document is to outline Mersberger Financial Group’s investment philosophy, 
strategies and procedures. This document will attempt to create a set of standards to hold MFG 
accountable to, as well as outline a disciplined investment approach for the advisors to follow. We 
believe having formal investment processes and strategies is crucial, especially in times of market 
volatility when investment managers may become tempted to deviate from their core strategies. This 
document will outline the advisor’s core investment strategies, processes for investment vehicle and 
security selection, process for performance monitoring and investment review, and controls in place 
to ensure the advisors are always acting in the best interest of the clients.

 Investment Philosophy

The advisors at Mersberger Financial Group strongly believes that portfolio allocation decisions should 
be partly dictated by matching a client’s assets to their future cash flow needs. For example, money 
needed within the next two to four years should generally be in conservative investment vehicles, 
money needed within the next five to 10 years should be kept in moderate risk investment vehicles, 
and money needed beyond 10 years could be kept in growth oriented vehicles. As such, Mersberger 
Financial Group advisors implement a bucket approach to investing, and will use two core buckets, 
income and growth, to meet client financial needs. MFG will blend its growth and income strategies 
to meet future client cash flow needs and match client asset allocations to their risk tolerances. 

• Income bucket: Income bucket strategies will be used to generate current income for clients as 
well as attempt, but not guarantee, to preserve principal investments. The advisors will implement 
several investment strategies to generate current income including, but not limited to, individual 
bonds, fixed-to-floating rate bonds, individual preferred stocks, and fixed income mutual funds.

• Growth Bucket: The growth bucket will seek long-term capital appreciation for clients. The 
advisors will implement three core growth strategies including a passively managed strategy, a 
tactically managed strategy and an actively managed individual stock strategy. 
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Mersberger Financial Group implements a core and satellite investment strategy in its growth 
bucket. We believe a core portfolio allocation should consist of low-cost, passively managed mutual 
funds diversified in accordance with Modern Portfolio Theory. We also believe there is room for 
satellite active management strategies in client portfolios to attempt to generate excess returns. We 
believe the performance of actively managed mutual funds on average do not warrant the high fees 
charged, so the advisors will invest directly in individual stocks. We believe using a concentrated, high 
conviction investment strategy may result in abnormal returns in excess of a market benchmark over 
a long investment horizon. We also believe there is potential to limit downside risk through the use 
of defensive tactical shifts, which are discussed in depth in the next section. We believe the corporate 
earnings growth rate of the S&P 500 is a strong indicator of stock market returns, and a negative 
earnings growth rate may indicate future stock market declines.

MFG believes it is in our client’s best interest to minimize the fees of securities used in their 
investment portfolios. As such, we believe it is important to use mutual funds and ETFs from low 
cost providers such as Vanguard, Blackrock and Schwab when possible, as high mutual fund fees can 
produce major performance discrepancies from the benchmark over long time horizons.

Finally, we have a strong belief that comparing short-term performance of a standard index may not 
be the correct way to benchmark performance. Rather, MFG believes that portfolio management 
should be specific to each client and that each portfolio should be monitored in an approach that is 
aligned with each client’s specific financial plan and goals. Performance should thus be benchmarked 
to each client’s plan and individual goals.

 Asset Allocation

Asset Allocation is an important factor of the investment policy and may have the greatest impact 
for clients long-term portfolio investment performance. However, asset allocation cannot eliminate 
risks which arise from fluctuating market prices and uncertain future events including, but not limited 
to, recessions, increased inflation and asset returns below their historic averages. This section will 
describe MFG’s core investment strategies, as well as the role each strategy is meant to fulfill within 
client asset allocations. This section will be divided into income and growth strategies. For more 
information on these strategies and their accommodating risks, please see each strategies Investment 
Policy Statement as outlined in the table of contents. 

The advisors shall allocate client portfolios to meet their individual financial goals and objectives as 
well as accommodate their risk tolerances. Furthermore, each strategy outlined below has a minimum 
asset requirement (i.e. $100,000, $250,000 or $500,000). For smaller accounts, MFG believes that 
liquidity and transparency are key and that it is not feasible to implement multiple allocation sleeves. 
Smaller accounts (typically households with less than $250,000 in investable assets) will be allocated 
into no more than three strategies, with the goal of liquidity playing a central part in the allocation 
decision. Furthermore, due to the unique nature of individual bond markets, small accounts shall 
not invest in individual bonds as we do not believe the advisors can provide clients with sufficient 
diversification while establishing large enough positions to maintain liquidity in portfolios with less 
than $250,000 of investable assets. 
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 INCOME STRATEGIES

Individual Bond Laddering Strategy
Individual bonds are appropriate for higher net-worth clients ($250,000+ of household investable 
assets) with low to moderate risk tolerances seeking current income and a degree of principal 
protection. This strategy seeks to manage interest rate risk through the implementation of a bond 
laddering strategy to manage client portfolio durations. MFG advisors will use discretion to invest 
on the yield curve where we view the best value to be, as well as where we see the best risk-return 
tradeoff. The advisors will typically allocate the bond ladder in such a way that bonds can be held to 
maturity when possible. The ability to hold an individual bond to maturity in order to receive par value 
at maturity, as well as an individual bonds ability to generate current fixed cash flows are the two 
advantages the advisors believe individual bonds hold as compared to fixed income mutual funds. 

Preferred Stock Strategy
Preferred stocks will be used to generate current income and are appropriate for clients with a 
moderate risk tolerance and intermediate time horizon. Preferred stocks may be used to generate 
current income. However, unlike bonds, we believe their lack of a maturity date and interest rate 
sensitivity make them inappropriate for clients seeking full principal protection. 

Fixed to Floating Rate Bonds
Furthermore, for higher net worth clients seeking current income and potential protection from 
interest rate risk, the advisors may also implement fixed to floating rate corporate bonds (also known 
as fixed-to-floats) issued by high credit quality financial institutions such as BNY Mellon, JP Morgan 
Chase and Bank of America. Fixed to floats are bonds which pay a fixed rate, semi-annual coupon 
until a call date. At the call date the issuer gains the option to call the bonds at any point in time 
henceforth, and the coupon becomes a floating rate, quarterly coupon based on a predetermined 
spread above reference interest rate, typically three month LIBOR. This floating rate coupon means 
interest rate risk is shifted to the coupon `rather than the price, as in a rising rate environment 
the coupon will change to compensate investors for rising rates, rather than the price falling to 
compensate buyers for higher rates like traditional bonds. MFG believes in order to ensure liquidity 
and diversification these instruments are only suitable for high-net worth clients, as these bonds 
may be difficult to sell in amounts below $15,000. While we only invest in fixed-to-floats issued by 
high quality financial institutions, we believe the potential for individual company credit metrics to 
deteriorate means these should only be held as part of a diversified investment strategy. 

Fixed Income Mutual Fund Strategy
The MFG Fixed Income Mutual Fund Strategy shall be used for lower net worth clients, as we believe 
their unique liquidity needs make financial instruments such as bonds inappropriate for them. Bonds 
are relatively less liquid compared to stocks and mutual funds, especially in smaller denominations. 
Also, it is difficult to build a diversified bond portfolio with limited amounts of capital. The Fixed 
Income Mutual Fund Strategy will be used to serve this need in lower net worth client portfolios and 
may be used to compliment all client fixed income portfolio allocations.
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 GROWTH STRATEGIES

Passive Equity Strategy
The MFG Passive Equity Strategy is appropriate for clients seeking long-term capital appreciation, 
with a high tolerance for risk as well as a long investment horizon. This strategy provides clients with 
exposure to seven equity categories including domestic large, mid and small-cap funds, international 
large and mid & small-cap funds, REITs and emerging markets.  This allocation strategy is heavily 
based on Modern Portfolio Theory, which advocates for broad diversification across asset classes and 
purchasing a basket of securities which make up “the market.” This strategy uses low cost mutual 
funds and ETFs to gain exposure to these market segments and uses passive index funds in most 
markets except for emerging markets, which we view as being less efficient than developed markets.

Tactical Equity Strategy
The MFG Tactical Equity Strategy implements tactical shifts to defensively position client portfolios in 
response to certain economic indicators and is appropriate for clients with high-risk tolerances seeking 
capital appreciation as well as the potential for downside protection. We believe the corporate 
earnings growth rate of companies in the S&P 500 is a strong leading indicator of stock market 
returns, so when the earnings growth rate of the S&P 500 is positive, the tactical equity model will be 
allocated the same as our passive model. However, MFG will implement tactical shifts outlined below 
when the quarterly corporate earnings growth rate of the S&P 500 is negative. The advisors shift to 
US Treasuries as these are widely considered very safe asset classes and have historically exhibited 
positive returns in periods of large market declines, as investors view these securities as safe harbors 
to park their capital and weather times of severe market volatility. 

Positive Earnings Growth - Fully Invested
Equity Mutual Funds 98%
Cash 2%

First Quarter of Negative Earnings Growth - Tactical Shift 1
Equity Mutual Funds 50%
Short-Term Treasuries 24%
Long-Term Treasuries 24%
Cash 2%

Second Quarter of Negative Earnings Growth - Tactical Shift 2
Equity Mutual Funds 20%
Short-Term Treasuries 39%
Long-Term Treasuries 39%
Cash 2%
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MFG Stock Portfolio
The MFG Stock Portfolio is appropriate for clients with high risk tolerances seeking capital 
appreciation with a long-term investment horizon. This stock portfolio will invest in 10-15 stocks which 
MFG believes are undervalued by the market and will outperform the S&P 500 over the next three 
to five years. MFG believes that investing in 10-15 stocks provides diversification benefits, while still 
allowing for out-performance. Furthermore, this portfolio may invest in companies which the advisors 
believe will be able to grow their earnings at a rate higher than the average S&P 500 company.

 Security Selection

 INDIVIDUAL BOND SELECTION

The advisor’s main objective when analyzing bonds is to determine if the company will be able to 
meet it’s financial obligations within our investment time horizon. This decision is made through a 
top-down analysis of the companies conducted by MFG’s Director of Trading, Joshua Preiss, along 
with Zachary Mersberger and Joshua Mersberger. Outlined below is a brief summary of our process 
for selecting individual bonds. More details on individual bond selection can be found in the strategy’s 
individual IPS.

MFG takes into consideration many factors when analyzing companies credit quality. First, we consider 
the firms business and industry, and whether we believe the industry will remain stable or improve 
in the next five to 10 years. Next, we gather information from a combination of sources including 
the advisors bond dealer, Advisors Asset Management’s (AAM, www.aamlive.com) analyst team, 
credit ratings agencies, FactSet, Morningstar and company SEC Filings. Finally, we conduct financial 
statement analysis, focusing on balance sheet strength, cash flows and margin consistency, as well as 
multiple financial ratios including leverage ratios, interest coverage ratios and capital structure ratios. 
MFG will conduct diligence on all bond issuers on a minimum quarterly basis to ensure issuer credit 
metrics remain stable.

Finally, the due diligence conducted on fixed-to-floating rate bonds will mirror that of traditional 
corporate bonds, as we believe the credit markets outlined above are directly applicable to analyzing 
the issuers of fixed-to-floating rate securities. 

 INDIVIDUAL STOCK SELECTION

The advisors will seek to invest in companies we believe will outperform the market, as defined as the 
S&P 500, over a three to five year time horizon. We believe there are three core sources of expected 
returns, including returns generated by company earnings growth, returns received in the form of 
dividends paid and returns generated by changes in company valuations.  These three sources of 
return are defined below:

• Earnings Growth:  The first driver of a stock’s expected returns is the company’s earnings 
growth rate. When companies can successfully grow their earnings in line with or above market 
expectations, then their stock price should appreciate accordingly. 
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• Dividend Returns: An important piece of returns is company dividends, and when investing in 
dividend paying companies, MFG will evaluate the sustainability of their dividend, as well as if 
future dividend growth will be attainable.

• Valuation Changes: Finally, MFG believes stock returns can be generated through changes in 
valuation ratios. MFG believes when a company is trading at lower valuations than its peers, or 
than a justified multiple, the stock should generate positive returns as the stock’s valuation moves 
into equilibrium with its peers. A few valuation ratios MFG uses include the price to earnings ratio, 
price to book ratio and free cash flow yield. 

When selecting stocks, MFG will attempt to select securities we believe will generate total returns 
from the above three factors that cumulatively are above the market’s return. For example, the 
advisors may elect to purchase stocks with a 0% dividend yield if we believe the returns generated by 
their earnings growth and changes in valuation will be above the market’s return. Likewise MFG may 
invest in companies with little to negative earnings growth if MFG believes the companies are trading 
at a depressed forward valuation ratio with a high dividend yield.

 MUTUAL FUND & ETF SELECTION

In general, Mersberger Financial Group will invest in passively managed mutual funds in order to 
construct portfolios diversified in accordance with Modern Portfolio Theory while also minimizing 
client’s internal portfolio fees. 

The advisors will use Vanguard Index funds and Schwab ETFs to provide clients with exposure to 
various equity classes and diversify across equity styles and geographic regions. 

While passively managed mutual funds will be used to provide exposure to mature market segments 
which we view as efficient, the advisors may also implement active mutual funds in segments of the 
market which it views as being inefficient. Specifically, MFG may implement active funds in emerging 
markets, REIT markets and fixed income mutual funds. MFG believes there is less transparency 
and lower regulations in emerging markets, which creates opportunities for portfolio managers to 
outperform the market as well as systematic risks associated with simply buying index funds. 

Furthermore, we believe active management is appropriate for a piece of fixed income and real estate 
market exposure due to these markets being classified as having limited liquidity relative to equities, 
as well as the diverse securities and assets in fixed income and real estate markets.

 Performance Monitoring & Review

Mersberger Financial Group will monitor investments on a continuous basis, and MFG’s Investment 
Council Committee will review its investment performance on a quarterly basis. The review metrics 
used for evaluating the performance for our strategies are outlined below:
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 PREFERRED STOCK STRATEGY

MFG will continuously monitor the issuers of the securities in its preferred stock sleeve by leveraging 
FactSet analytics to monitor issuer credit metrics and coverage ratios to ensure companies’ credit 
metrics remain stable, and that the issuing companies have sufficient cash flow and earnings to 
sustain paying its dividends. 

 INDIVIDUAL BOND STRATEGIES

The advisors will continuously monitor the companies it invests in, specifically following news items 
concerning the companies, the companies SEC filings and earnings releases. MFG will use information 
gathered from these sources to ensure the company is performing in line with our expectations, and 
that no material changes occur which may warrant divesting from the issuers bonds. Furthermore, the 
advisors will monitor the performance of bonds for significant capital appreciation which may result 
in MFG swapping out of select bonds. The criteria for a bond to be swapped include significant price 
appreciation as well as a take-out yield on the bonds that is below the yield to worst on the new bond 
the proceeds of the swap will be purchased.

In addition to monitoring individual bonds, MFG will monitor credit markets to determine if its current 
investment horizon is offering the best risk-return trade off. We will use the yield curve to determine 
the point where increasing investment time horizons produce diminishing increases in bond yields. 
Furthermore, the advisors will use credit spreads to monitor credit risk, as well as to identify industries 
which may provide investment opportunities due to abnormally wide credit spreads. 

 STOCK PORTFOLIO STRATEGY

The companies in MFG’s stock portfolio will be continuously monitored to ensure MFG’s investment 
thesis for each company remains viable. This review process will include analysis of all quarterly 
earnings releases, new 10-Ks and reviewing stock target prices on an annual basis to ensure our 
pricing model assumptions remain intact. Target prices are established on each stock at the time of 
purchase and reviewed continuously to ensure changes in stock issuer fundamentals and changes in 
the companies industries do not warrant target price revision. 

 MUTUAL FUND STRATEGIES

The advisors will review our mutual fund models and compare their total and risk-adjusted returns 
to custom benchmarks to ensure they are tracking their benchmarks closely. We may consider 
reallocating our models if the models begin to consistently underperform their custom benchmarks.
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 A Fiduciary Approach to Investing

Mersberger Financial Group is committed to fulfilling its fiduciary responsibility to all clients and will 
implement conflict-free investment strategies. The controls MFG has put in place to ensure 
conflict-free advice include an emphasis on fee-based assets under management (AUM) 
compensation, the minimization of commission-based products and level fees across all investment 
strategies. 

We believe minimizing commissions as well as the implementation of a fee-based revenue structure 
ensures the interests of the advisors of MFG are at all times aligned with the interests of its clients. 
Furthermore, MFG has implemented a flat-fee structure across all products and investment strategies 
to ensure we are incentivized to place clients in investment strategies which are suitable for them and 
not incentivized to place clients in products and strategies which generate more revenue for MFG. 
Finally, the fee-based nature of the advisors compensation is tied to client AUM, meaning as client 
assets rise so does MFG’s compensation and if client assets decrease, so does MFG’s revenue. 

Furthermore, MFG advisors place an emphasis on increasing transparency and reducing fees 
charged to clients from operating expenses and fees of investment securities utilized by MFG. We 
will implement low-cost mutual funds when possible, with the majority of assets being invested in 
Vanguard Funds. We believe investing our models in widely used index funds from Vanguard increases 
transparency as these are easily understood products with long records of executing on their stated 
investment strategies. To further reduce costs, the advisors shall invest directly in preferred stocks, 
individual corporate and municipal bonds and stocks which have no operating expenses. 

While our custodian may charge a fee for outgoing account transfers, Mersberger Financial Group has 
a no fee-in, no fee-out policy, meaning clients will not be charged for opening accounts with MFG and 
will not be charged to move their accounts away from MFG. Mersberger Financial Group does not 
charge fees for exiting accounts because we are confident clients will be satisfied with our services, 
and the majority of client relationships will be long lasting and built on client’s trust that we will 
always act in their best interest.
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  MFG Individual Bond Strategy1
 Purpose

The purpose of these guidelines is to ensure Mersberger Financial Group advisors are using the best 
practices possible when selecting and purchasing bonds for client portfolios. There are three key goals 
of this report. First, we want this report to guarantee that the process used in purchasing bonds is 
compliant with SEC, FINRA and Cambridge regulations. Second, we want to show our advisors are 
acting in a fiduciary capacity and that our investment decisions are in our clients best interest. Finally, 
this report is meant to ensure MFG implements an in-depth, standardized, repeatable process for all 
clients and to ensure the advisors are using best practices during order execution. 

 Executive Summary

The MFG Bond Ladder seeks to generate current income from the implementation of individual 
corporate bonds and is best suited for clients with near term cash flow needs. MFG selects bonds 
following extensive internal credit analysis used in conjunction with external research provided by 
Advisors Asset Management, Morningstar and Factset. Key credit metrics implemented in bond 
analysis include strength of balance sheet, company cash flow trends and persistence, industry 
analysis and debt maturity schedule analysis. MFG evaluates bonds of similar credit quality and risk 
based on their yield to worst and coupon rates in order to meet client return and income objectives. 
The advisors construct ladders by attempting to spread out maturities over a two to eight year time 
horizon in order to manage interest rate and reinvestment risk. Furthermore, MFG will construct bond 
ladders diversified by issuer with limited exposures to any one bond issuer. MFG will continuously 
review its bond portfolio and will seek to capitalize on profitable bond swap and tender opportunities 
whenever possible.

 Bond Selection

MFG’s main goal when analyzing bonds is to determine if the company will be able to meet its 
financial obligations within our investment time horizon. This decision is made through a top-down 
analysis of the companies conducted by MFG’s Director of Trading, Joshua Preiss along with Zachary 
Mersberger and Joshua Mersberger. Outlined below are the criteria we consider while analyzing 
companies:
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1. Industry Analysis: MFG will analyze the industry which the company operates in 
and determine if the industry has stable future growth prospects. 

2. Issuer Analysis: Next, we analyze the issuer and decide if their business model 
is sustainable for the time frame which we are considering investing. We take 
into consideration market share, strategic positioning and company history in 
addition to their strengths and weaknesses. We also search for any pertinent 
news reports including pending lawsuits, patent cliffs, or upcoming mergers and 
acquisitions. 

3. Analyst Notes: Next, we look at analyst notes provided by AAM and Morningstar Direct. We 
contact AAM and ask for the thoughts and research of their analyst team on the company’s ability 
to adequately service its debts. 

4. MFG Analysis: If these analysts have a favorable outlook on the company, then we conduct our 
own analysis to evaluate our level of comfort with the issue. 

• Credit Rating: First, we consider the issue’s credit rating and try to use investment grade 
bonds when possible in client portfolios. However, we will use high yield bonds of issuers 
who we have conducted full analysis of and believe will be stable companies in the long run. 

• Debt: Next, we look at the company’s debt schedule, which is available to us through 
Factset and their quarterly and annual SEC filings. The objective of this step of the analysis 
is to determine if the company has large amounts of debt between now and when the bond 
issue we are analyzing matures. 

• Seniority: Furthermore, we research the seniority of the issue we are considering and 
whether or not it is a subordinated issue. This is to ensure that in a worst-case scenario of 
bankruptcy that our issue will have an adequate claim on the company’s assets.

5. Financial Statements: We also analyze the company’s financial statements. We use the company’s 
balance sheet to evaluate a firm’s liquidity, leverage and capital structure. We use the company’s 
current and quick ratios to evaluate a firm’s liquidity, and look for companies with current and 
quick ratios greater than one. Furthermore, we take into consideration the capital structure of 
the company. We compare their debt/equity ratio to the industry’s average. We also look at 
the company’s debt history to see if the firm is increasing or decreasing their debt. If they are 
increasing their debt, we research the company further through their 10ks and press releases 
to find out the reason for rising debt. A red flag may include increasing debt to pay for budget 
shortfalls, while favorable uses of debt include using the bonds to finance large projects which will 
help the company grow its earnings and cash flows, or a capital restructuring to decrease their cost 
of capital.

6. Company Earnings and Growth: Next, we analyze the company’s earnings and their earnings 
growth. Warning signs include negative earnings and negative earnings growth. We investigate 
if this can be attributed to the company failing or if it is a result of industry wide macroeconomic 
forces such as rising resource prices or decreasing demand. Finally, we take into consideration 
whether or not the company has positive free cash flow as well as cash flow trends.

• Important: It is important to note that while we may be comfortable with a company’s short 
term (two to four year) maturities, we will not always be comfortable with its long-term 
maturities (five+ years). While we may use a bond maturing in two years for a company, we 
may not be comfortable using the same company’s bond with six years to maturity because 
we are too uncertain about its ability to meet its obligations in this timeframe.

1
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7. Bond Yield to Worst: We also consider the bond’s Yield to Worst (YTW) rather than its Yield to 
Maturity. This is because YTW is the most conservative yield possible on the bond and takes into 
account any options in the bond covenant such as a call feature. Depending on market conditions 
we will vary the target range for YTW on bonds used. 

 Constructing Ladders

1. Allocation: The standard allocation for a bond will be approximately $20,000. However, this is 
subject to change. Changes in this amount often come from either being provided odd lots of 
bonds or there being an odd number of funds being invested. Also, we may elect to increase the 
standard purchase amount for larger ladders as these accounts can obtain satisfactory levels of 
diversification while increasing the size of the positions in individual issues.

2. Diversification: Diversification is a critical part of ladder construction. Where possible, MFG will 
try to limit exposure to a single company to two different issues per ladder, and we strive to 
keep exposure down to one issue where possible. Furthermore, if we are constructing ladders 
in multiple accounts with the same owner we will try to follow this rule as much as possible. 
However, sometimes this is simply not possible with the inventories available. 

• We do not repeat the same issues of bonds in two ladders with the same owner. For 
example, if we have an abundance of 4/2018 Google bonds with excellent YTW and are 
making 2 ladders for Mr. Smith, we will only place the bonds in one ladder. This is to limit 
any client’s exposure to a single security.

3. Yield to Worst (YTW): Included in the spreadsheet is a row which approximates each portfolio’s 
YTW. This is used to ensure that we treat all clients fairly. Due to limited inventories and differing 
levels of demand it is impossible to have all ladders yield the same amount. However, it is 
important that we try and limit the range of yields on all ladders. Depending on market conditions, 
we will aim for a set target yield on ladders within approximately 50 basis points. Large ladders will 
tend to have lower yields because they have to purchase lower yielding bonds in order to remain 
well diversified and fully implement their funds. 

4. Risk Tolerance: In addition, portfolios YTW will vary based on clients risk tolerances and needs. For 
example, an older, more conservative investor with a shorter time horizon will tend to have lower 
yields as we will purchase higher rated bonds with lower yields compared to a younger investor 
searching for growth.

5. Execution: The purpose of utilizing the spreadsheet is to ensure best execution for all clients 
who we are purchasing bonds for in a given week. Since we are typically buying the same issues 
for multiple clients, using the spreadsheet allows AAM to execute all trades simultaneously and 
pass through the same execution price to all clients who are purchasing a given issue in a given 
week. Lastly, by purchasing the bonds in bulk orders we are able to reduce the bid-ask spread on 
the bonds. All purchases are allocated pro-rata to ensure that each client receives the necessary 
amount and that we are not discriminating based on account size. 
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 Bond Swaps

At times, it may make sense to swap out one issue of our bonds for another issue in 
order to increase our clients returns. We also may do this to lock in gains we have 
seen in our bond positions. MFG will continually monitor its client’s bonds for swap 
opportunities, and these opportunities may also be brought to our attention by 
AAM and may often include the following characteristics:

1. Discount: The bonds we are swapping may often have been purchased at a discount. If the bond 
has appreciated in value, there may be an opportunity to switch out of it to lock in gains and switch 
to a bond which provides higher income. For instance, if we buy a bond at $90, and it appreciates 
to $95, it may be a candidate to be swapped. 

2. Yield: The bonds which we trade into should have similar prices as the ones we are trading, and 
should offer higher yields through higher coupon payments. Continuing the example above we 
may purchase a bond trading slightly under $95 but has coupon payment 1% higher than the bond 
we currently own and we will try to switch into an issue with either similar or better credit rating.

3. Taxes: We will consider the tax implications this will have on clients before executing swaps in non-
qualified accounts.

 Bond Tenders

MFG will at times elect to participate in bond tenders if the price offered by the issuing company is 
satisfactorily above the market price and the client’s average cost basis. MFG will use discretion in 
electing which offers to accept, as some bonds will offer high enough coupons to warrant holding 
even if the tender price offered is above market or cost. MFG will attempt to reinvest the proceeds of 
tenders into bonds with yields which equal or exceed the takeout yield of the tendered bonds. The 
exception to this rule will be if MFG believes the tender offers a favorable exit opportunity to a risky 
bond, in which case MFG may believe tendering the bond and moving into a higher credit quality 
name with a lower yield will provide the best risk-return tradeoff for the client.

 Client Review Process of Bonds

During client review meetings, advisors should inform clients of the performance, structure and cash 
flow schedule of their bond portfolio. They should also discuss with clients’ their current needs and 
ensure that their current bond positioning will be able to meet their needs.

1. Clients Objectives: Advisors should review with clients if there have been any changes to the 
objectives of their bond portfolio. They should ask clients if there have been any changes in their 
risk tolerance or their yield requirements. Furthermore, advisors should review if there have been 
any changes in the timing of when the client will need the principal of their bonds. For example, 
if a client decides they want to go on a vacation and now desires bonds to mature earlier than 
anticipated in order to pay for their vacation.

2. Bond Ladders: Advisors should also periodically review how bond ladders are used to produce safe 
and stable income in the context of the financial plan. 

1
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  MFG Preferred Stock Strategy2
 Purpose

• The purpose of this investment policy statement is to guide the investment/allocation decisions of 
the MFG Preferred Stock Model. 

• This document will outline the investment goals and objectives this model seeks to meet as well as 
the investment strategies that Mersberger Financial Group advisors shall utilize.

• In addition, this document intends to help establish accountability standards by which clients can 
judge the progress of the model. 

 Executive Summary

 PORTFOLIO OBJECTIVE

The objective of this portfolio is to generate current income through the use of individual preferred 
stock securities. 

 TIME HORIZON 

This portfolio is best suited for clients with three to five year investment horizons and is designed to 
provide current income through dividend payments. 

 RISK TOLERANCE

As this model uses hybrid securities, it is best suited for clients with moderate risk tolerances. Risks 
investors will be exposed to include interest rate risk, price risk, call risk and credit risk.

 ASSET ALLOCATION

This model will be allocated 100% to preferred stocks and exchange traded debt (AKA baby bonds) 
and will primarily invest in the financial services, REIT and utility sectors.

 Investment Objectives

The principal objective of this model is to generate current income for clients through the use of 
individual preferred stocks.
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1. The primary source of income generated by this model will be through periodic 
dividend payments generated by the preferred stocks.

2. This portfolio’s secondary objective is to minimize downside risk. However 
dividend yield will be the main determinant used during investment decision 
making. In order to attempt to mitigate call risk, preferred stocks will be 
purchased at a discount whenever possible. If those preferred stocks are called 
at par value, clients will realize a positive price return as well as the coupon 
return generated during the holding period. 

 Investment Philosophy

 RETURN PHILOSOPHY

This model seeks to generate stable returns through dividend income rather than growth through 
capital appreciation. We will attempt to purchase shares trading at a discount whenever possible. 
However, we are willing to purchase shares at a premium if they provide a satisfactory current 
yield and the investment is attractive in context of current overall investment environment. Other 
determinants in purchasing a preferred stock at a premium include credit rating, options features, and 
company outlook.

 RISK PHILOSOPHY

This portfolio is suitable for clients with moderate risk tolerances. Preferred stocks provide stable 
returns through the income they generate. But as a hybrid security they come with risks associated 
with both equity and debt instruments. Risks associated with investing in preferred stocks have been 
outlined below:

Interest Rate Risk: MFG’s preferred stock model bears interest rate risk as rising interest rates will 
result in a decline in value of securities held in the portfolio.

Price Risk: While providing price stability relative to common stock, it is important to note that there 
is still price risk associated with holding preferred shares. Preferred stock prices may decrease in value 
in response to industry headwinds, negative news concerning the issuing company, or increased credit 
risk associated with the issuing company.

Call Risk: This model accepts call risk, as many issuers have been calling preferred stocks in recent 
years due to the low-interest rate environment and anticipated rising rates. In order to partially hedge 
against call risk, MFG will attempt to buy securities either trading at a discount to their par value or 
with a positive Yield to Worst, a statistic provided by FactSet Analytics. 

Credit Risk: Finally, this portfolio is subject to credit risk. Companies in financial distress may elect to 
not pay a quarterly dividend to preferred stocks, and noncumulative, non-participating shares will 
have no opportunity of recovering the missed payment. Furthermore, in the event of bankruptcy 
preferred stockholders have the second lowest claim on a firm’s assets.

2
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 Investment Selection Process

 CRITERIA

We use a preferred stock screener provided by FactSet Research Analytics to screen for suitable 
preferred stock candidates. Our criteria for selecting preferred stocks include:

Coupon Rate: The firm’s investment committee searches for preferred stocks which provide a stated 
annual coupon payment of 6-9% of par.

Current Price: The firm’s investment committee looks for shares trading at a discount. However, if we 
believe the dividend is high enough to compensate for the premium, we will buy stocks trading above 
par. Also, if the issuer is in above average financial condition, the firm’s investment committee may 
view the premium as warranted.

Payment History: The firm’s investment committee considers the company’s dividend payment history 
and reviews if the issuer has a history of not making quarterly payments or suspending its dividend. 
Furthermore, we analyze the issuing company’s interest coverage ratios and dividend payout ratio to 
determine if a company’s dividend will be sustainable in the future. 

Call Feature: The firm’s investment committee reviews if the preferred stock is callable by the issuer 
and if so they review the stock’s yield to call to account for a worst-case scenario of the stock being 
called early. 

Issuer Financial Position: The firm’s investment committee reviews the issuer’s credit rating and 
analyzes the company’s current financial position. We consider the firm’s cash flows, strength of 
balance sheet and their past and projected earnings. 

Balance Sheet Analysis: The firm’s investment committee uses the company’s balance sheet to 
evaluate their current financial position. The committee takes into consideration their capital 
structure, long term liabilities and debt and their current liquidity profile including the company’s 
cash, short-term investments and access to revolving lines of credit.

Cash Flow Analysis: The firm’s investment committee analyzes companies cash flows, specifically 
their operating cash flows and free cash flow. We consider their cash outflows for interest payments 
and other financing activities in order to gauge if their cash flows are adequate to sustainably pay 
preferred stock dividends in the future.
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 Trading Volume

While the firm’s investment committee does not view average daily trading volume 
as an indicator of future performance, we review the stock’s average trading volume 
to ensure that if we enter or leave a position our trades will not move the market in 
a significant manner and result in unfavorable price movements.

• When necessary, the firm will enter block trades of preferred stocks as “Not Held” orders in order 
to ensure best execution for the clients and to not influence the market price by submitting large 
orders. 

• Furthermore, MFG will not build total positions greater than 30,000 shares in any one preferred 
stock, to ensure if the stock is called or if the firm decides to exit the position we are able to 
satisfactorily reinvest the proceeds without extreme volume constraints. 

• Based on market conditions such as the current market price and yield of preferred stocks, MFG 
will buy preferred stocks on a weekly basis for all client accounts which need them. 

• There will be no set list of preferred stocks, and as such, the firm shall utilize a dynamic list of 
preferred stocks to ensure the firm is not overly concentrated to a select few preferred stocks.

• We believe this will allow the firm to ensure best execution when reinvesting proceeds of preferred 
stock calls, as well as give our security traders the flexibility to purchase the best securities in the 
market at any given time rather than implementing a static set of preferred stocks. 

2
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  MFG Tactical Equity Model3
 Purpose

The purpose of this investment policy statement is to guide the investment/allocation decisions of the 
Tactical Equity Model managed by Mersberger Financial Group advisors. This document will outline 
the investment goals and objectives this model seeks to meet as well as the investment strategies 
that Mersberger Financial Group advisors shall utilize. In addition, this document intends to help 
establish accountability standards by which clients can judge the progress of the model. 

 Executive Summary

 TIME HORIZON

This model is classified as accepting systematic risk and is best suited for clients with long-term 
investment horizons of 10+ years. This model is suitable for clients with a moderate high-risk 
tolerance.

 RISK/RETURN OBJECTIVES

1. The objective of this portfolio is to minimize unsystematic risk through the use of diversified 
mutual funds. The firm’s investment committee believes that a model diversified in accordance 
with Modern Portfolio Theory will provide the best risk and return tradeoff. Furthermore, this 
model implements defensive shifts to minimize market risk associated with declining corporate 
earnings.

2. The return goal of this portfolio is to capture market gains while protecting against major market 
downturns. The firm’s investment committee believes the year over year quarterly earnings 
growth rate of the S&P 500 is a strong leading indicator of market performance. In accordance 
with this concept, when the earnings of the S&P 500 retract, this model defensively shifts to 
attempt to protect client’s principal from severe stock market downturns. Furthermore, the firm’s 
investment committee believes investing in long term treasuries during periods of market volatility 
may lead to capital appreciation as interest rates fall and investors seek shelter from declining 
markets by investing in treasury bonds. 

3. The risk objective of this portfolio is to minimize extreme portfolio volatility associated with 
negative earnings growth.
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 TARGET ASSET ALLOCATION

1. When corporate earnings are growing and positive and this model is fully 
invested in the market, the MFG Tactical Equity Model is allocated entirely 
to equity securities including common stocks and REITs. The model is equally 
weighted across various equity classes and its target allocation is achieved 
through the use of mutual funds and ETFs.

2. This model implements two defensive shifts. First, when the companies in the S&P 500 report 
negative earnings growth this model shifts 50% of its assets to short-term United States Treasury 
Bond Mutual Funds. After two consecutive quarters of negative earnings growth, this model 
shifts to 80% US Treasury Mutual Funds until earnings growth becomes positive again. During this 
second shift the portfolio is allocated 40% to a Vanguard short term treasury mutual fund and 40% 
to a long-term Vanguard treasury mutual fund.  

 Investment Objectives

1. The MFG Tactical Equity Model’s core objective is to grow clients assets through equity exposure 
while attempting to protect against major market declines through tactical shifts. When fully 
invested, this model seeks to achieve capital appreciation for clients by providing them with equal 
exposure to various equity asset classes including:

• Domestic small-cap stocks
• Domestic mid-cap stocks
• Domestic large cap stocks 
• International mid and small-cap stocks
• International large-cap stocks
• Emerging Markets small and mid-cap stocks
• Emerging Markets large-cap stocks
• Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)

2. Another goal of this portfolio is to provide clients with liquidity in order to enable them to easily 
move in and out of these investments in response to changes in their financial position, risk 
tolerance and investment objectives.

3
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 Investment Philosophy

 RISK PHILOSOPHY

1. This portfolio is characterized by exposure to systematic market risk and attempts to optimize 
risk adjusted returns through diversification across a wide range of equity styles as stated above. 
Furthermore, this model attempts to minimize loss of principal associated with a declining stock 
market resulting from declining corporate earnings.

2. Risk will be measured relative to an equally weighted custom benchmark of equity indices outlined 
below:

• CRSP US midcap TR USD
• CRSP US small Cap TR USD
• FTSE Developed Small Cap TR USD
• FTSE Dv Ex US TR USD
• FTSE Emerging TR USD
• MSCI US REIT GR USD
• S&P500 TR USD

 DIVERSIFICATION PHILOSOPHY

1. The MFG Tactical Equity Model will follow the diversification philosophy outlined in Modern 
Portfolio Theory.

2. This portfolio’s primary objective is to minimize unsystematic risks associated with holding 
concentrated portfolios of individual stocks and instead will invest in a variety of diversified mutual 
funds.

3. When corporate earnings begin to decline, the portfolio shifts into short term treasury mutual 
funds to attempt to protect the portfolio from large amounts of volatility associated with a 
slowing economy, as measured by corporate earnings growth. Furthermore, the firm’s investment 
committee believes long term treasuries may provide capital appreciation for clients, as interest 
rates drop during times of market and economic turmoil. 

4. This model will be diversified across asset classes. The firm’s investment committee believes this is 
beneficial due to the relatively low correlations of asset classes to one another.

 COST PHILOSOPHY

1. The internal costs to the portfolio shall be kept to a minimum in order to maximize the long-term 
capital appreciation of the portfolio. We do not view higher-cost, actively managed funds as 
suitable for this portfolio.
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2. The MFG Tactical Equity Model primarily utilizes low-cost Vanguard index funds 
to gain equity exposure.

• An exception to the above rule is the implementation of an actively 
managed mutual fund to provide exposure to emerging markets. The 
firm’s investment committee does not view emerging economies as being 
characterized by efficient markets and believes that some level of active 
management is necessary to mitigate the risks associated with these 
markets.

• MFG believes REIT markets can be actively managed successfully due to the inefficiencies 
present in the real estate market. MFG believes inefficiencies in real estate markets arise 
from the lack of market participants in the market and the difficulty of valuing assets in 
the market. For these reasons, we believe it is possible for a skilled and knowledgeable 
manager to generate excess returns in the REIT market.

 Investment Selection Process

1. The decision to utilize passive index funds was made after extensive research into the merits 
of paying higher fees for active management. Since there is significant evidence that passively 
managed portfolios are suitable to provide exposure to multiple asset classes, the decision was 
made to minimize costs and diversify across low cost mutual funds providing exposure to different 
segments of the stock market. We view this portfolio as suitable for a core position in a client’s 
overall portfolio. The advisors do still believe there is a place for an actively managed portfolio, but 
that actively managed portfolios of individual stocks are suitable only as complement components 
in a clients overall portfolio.

2. In order to manage the risks associated with emerging markets the MFG Tactical Equity Model 
may implement actively managed mutual funds to navigate the risks of emerging market 
investments. Funds may be selected after reviewing its operating costs, three, five and 10 year 
returns, standard deviation, beta, upside and downside capture ratios and Sharpe ratio. 

3. The model’s core allocation and two defensive shifts can be seen below. 

3
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 Portfolio Review Process

Positive Earnings Growth - Fully Invested
Equity Mutual Funds 98%
Cash 2%

First Quarter of Negative Earnings Growth - Tactical Shift 1
Equity Mutual Funds 50%
Short-Term Treasuries 24%
Long-Term Treasuries 24%
Cash 2%

Second Quarter of Negative Earnings Growth - Tactical Shift 2
Equity Mutual Funds 20%
Short-Term Treasuries 39%
Long-Term Treasuries 39%
Cash 2%

 FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

MFG’s Tactical Equity Model will be reviewed quarterly at MFG’s quarterly investment council 
meetings. During these meetings, we will review the progress of the model and discuss if the current 
asset allocation is meeting the investment objectives of the model set forth above. 

 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METRICS

The firm’s investment committee will track the performance of this model by implementing several 
common portfolio performance metrics. All measures will be relative to both the custom benchmark 
outlined above as well as the MSCI ACWI All Cap Index. MFG believes the MSCI ACWI All Cap index 
is a suitable benchmark for MFG as it encompasses 99% of all equity investments in the world and is 
a good benchmark for the global stock market. MFG believes this index is the best representation of 
the market portfolio outlined in Modern Portfolio Theory and believes investing closely to this index 
aligns our strategies with the tenants outlined in Modern Portfolio Theory.

The firm’s investment committee will measure the portfolio’s risk by reviewing its standard deviation 
of returns, bear correlation and downside deviation. The model’s Beta coefficient will also be used to 
measure the model’s exposure to systematic risk. 
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In addition to comparing the portfolio’s gross returns to its benchmarks, the firm’s 
investment committee will also evaluate its return on a risk adjusted basis using the 
following measures:

Sharpe Ratio: The Sharpe ratio will be used to analyze the portfolio’s risk adjusted 
returns against the Sharpe ratio of its benchmarks.

Sortino Ratio: The Sortino Ratio will be used to measure the portfolio’s return adjusted for only 
downside risk as the Sortino ratio considers only downside deviations from the mean as opposed to 
the portfolios total standard deviation. 

Treynor Ratio: The Treynor ratio will be used to measure the portfolio’s returns adjusted for 
systematic risk. We view this portfolio as being highly diversified and believe that the main risk 
associated with the model is systematic risk, making the Treynor ratio a suitable measure of risk 
adjusted returns. 

MFG Tactical Equity Model

3



  MFG Passive Equity Model4
 Purpose

• The purpose of this investment policy statement is to guide the investment/allocation decisions of 
the Passive Equity Model managed by Mersberger Financial Group advisors.

• This document will outline the investment goals and objectives this model seeks to meet as well as 
the investment strategies that Mersberger Financial Group advisors shall utilize.

• In addition, this document intends to help establish accountability standards by which clients can 
judge the progress of the model. 

 Executive Summary

 TIME HORIZON

This model is classified as accepting systematic risk and is best suited for clients with long-term time 
horizons of 10+ years. This model is suitable for clients with a high-risk tolerance.

 RISK/RETURN OBJECTIVES

• The objective of this portfolio is to minimize unsystematic risk through the use of diversified 
mutual funds. The firm’s investment committee believes that a model diversified in accordance 
with Modern Portfolio Theory will provide the best risk and return tradeoff. 

• The return goal of this portfolio is to closely match the performance of a custom benchmark that 
mirrors the portfolio’s asset allocation.

• The risk objective of this portfolio is to closely match the standard deviation and systematic risk as 
measured by portfolio beta of a custom benchmark that mirrors the portfolio’s asset allocation.

 TARGET ASSET ALLOCATION

This model is allocated entirely to equity securities including common stock and REITs. The model is 
equally weighted across various equity classes and its target allocation is achieved through the use of 
mutual funds and ETFs.  
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 Investment Objectives

1. The MFG Passive Equity Model seeks to achieve capital appreciation for clients 
by providing them with equal exposure to various equity asset classes including:

• Domestic small-cap stocks
• Domestic mid-cap stocks
• Domestic large cap stocks 
• International mid and small-cap stocks
• International large-cap stocks
• Emerging Markets small and mid-cap stocks
• Emerging Markets large-cap stocks
• Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)

2. Another goal of this portfolio is to provide clients with liquidity in order to enable them to easily 
move in and out of these investments in response to changes in their financial position, risk 
tolerance and investment objectives.

 Investment Philosophy

 RISK PHILOSOPHY

1. This portfolio is characterized by exposure to systematic stock market risk and attempts to optimize 
risk adjusted returns through diversification across a wide range of equity styles as stated above.

2. This model is passively managed and implements a buy and hold strategy instead of trying to 
anticipate future market movements. 

3. Risk will be measured relative to an equally weighted custom benchmark of equity indices outlined 
below:

• CRSP US midcap TR USD
• CRSP US small Cap TR USD
• FTSE Developed Small Cap TR USD
• FTSE Dv Ex US TR USD
• FTSE Emerging TR USD
• MSCI US REIT GR USD
• S&P500 TR USD

 DIVERSIFICATION PHILOSOPHY

1. The MFG Passive Equity model will follow the diversification philosophy outlined in Modern 
Portfolio Theory.

2. The portfolio’s goal is to minimize unsystematic risks associated with holding concentrated 
portfolios of individual stocks and instead will invest in a variety of diversified mutual funds. 

3. This model will be equally weighted across asset classes. The firm’s investment committee believes 
that due to the relatively low correlations of asset classes to one another that equal weights will 
help to minimize the risk of over allocating to an underperforming asset class and under allocating 
to outperforming equity classes.

4
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4. In addition, by equally weighting each asset class the advisors are attempting to eliminate any 
biases towards certain assets classes that may skew performance over time.

 COST PHILOSOPHY

1. The internal costs of the portfolio shall be kept to a minimum in order to maximize the long-term 
capital appreciation of the portfolio. We do not view higher-cost, actively managed funds as 
suitable for this portfolio.

2. The MFG Passive Equity model shall primarily utilize low-cost, Vanguard index funds to gain equity 
exposure.

• The one exception to the above rule is the implementation of an actively managed fund 
to provide exposure to emerging markets. The firm’s investment committee does not view 
emerging economies as being characterized by efficient markets and believe that some level 
of active management is necessary to mitigate the risks associated with these markets.

3. MFG will attempt to minimize operating expenses within the portfolio through the use of low-cost 
mutual funds. We believe a low fee level is in our client’s best interests as compared to higher cost, 
actively managed mutual funds which do not guarantee alpha generation. This is discussed more in 
depth in the Investment Selection Process section. 

 Investment Selection Process

1. The decision to utilize passive index funds was made after extensive research into the merits 
of paying higher fees for active management. Since there is significant evidence that passively 
managed portfolios are suitable for many asset classes, the decision was made to minimize costs 
and diversify across low cost mutual funds providing exposure to different segments of the stock 
market. We view this portfolio as suitable for a core position in a client’s overall portfolio. The 
advisors believe there is a place for an actively managed portfolio, but that these are suitable more 
so as satellite positions in a clients’ overall portfolio.

2. In order to manage the risks associated with emerging markets, the MFG Passive Equity Model 
may implement actively managed funds to navigate the risks of emerging markets. Funds may be 
selected after reviewing its operating costs, three, five and 10 year returns, standard deviation, 
beta, up and down capture ratios, and Sharpe ratio. 

3. The Passive Model’s target asset allocation can be found below, along with each fund’s net expense 
ratio per their most recent annual report. 

• Large Cap Domestic Equities
• Mid Cap Domestic Equities
• Small Cap Domestic Equities
• Large Cap International Equities
• Small & Midcap International Equities
• Emerging Markets
• Domestic REITs (real estate investment trusts)
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 Portfolio Review Process

 FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

This portfolio will be reviewed quarterly at MFG’s quarterly investment council 
meeting. During these meetings, we will review the progress of the model and 
discuss if the current asset allocation is meeting the investment objectives of the model set forth 
above. 

 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METRICS

1. The firm’s investment committee will track the performance of this model by implementing 
several common portfolio performance metrics. All measures will be relative to both the custom 
benchmark outlined above as well as the MSCI ACWI All Cap Index. MFG believes the MSCI ACWI 
All Cap index is a suitable benchmark for MFG as it encompasses 99% of all equity investments in 
the world, and as such is a good benchmark for the global stock market. MFG believes this index is 
the best representation of the market portfolio outlined in Modern Portfolio Theory and believes 
investing closely to this index aligns our strategies with the tenants outlined in Modern Portfolio 
Theory. 

2. The firm’s investment committee will measure the portfolio’s risk by reviewing its standard 
deviation of returns, bear correlation and downside deviation. The model’s Beta coefficient will 
also be used to measure the model’s exposure to systematic risk. 

3. In addition to comparing the portfolio’s gross returns to its benchmarks, the firm’s investment 
committee will also evaluate its return on a risk adjusted basis using the following measures:

• Sharpe Ratio: The Sharpe ratio will be used to analyze the portfolio’s risk adjusted returns 
against the Sharpe ratio of its benchmarks.

• Sortino Ratio: The Sortino Ratio will be used to measure the portfolio’s return adjusted for 
only downside risk as the Sortino ratio considers only downside deviations from the mean 
as opposed to the portfolio’s total standard deviation. 

• Treynor Ratio: The Treynor ratio will be used to measure the portfolio’s returns adjusted 
for systematic risk. We view this portfolio as being highly diversified and believe that the 
main risk associated with the model is systematic risk, making the Treynor ratio a suitable 
measure of risk adjusted returns. 

Investing in securities (including the models advertised herein) involves risk of loss. Further, depending on the different 
types of investments there may be varying degrees of risk. Clients and prospective clients should be prepared to bear 
investment loss including loss of original principal. The model advertised herein is not designed based on the individual 
needs of any one specific client or investor. In other words, it is not a customized strategy designed on the specific 
financial circumstances of the client. However, prior to opening an account using the advertised model, Cambridge, or its 
representative, will consult with you to determine if your financial objectives are appropriate for investing in the model. 
You are also provided the opportunity to place reasonable restrictions on the securities held in your account. 

4
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Frequently Asked Questions
 
 How long has Mersberger Financial Group been in business?

Mersberger Financial Group was founded in 1994 by Peter and Marilyn Mersberger and today consists 
of a team of professionals dedicated to helping clients achieve financial success. Mersberger Financial 
Group is equally owned and operated by Peter and Marilyn Mersberger and their sons, Joshua and 
Zachary. Prior to opening Mersberger Financial Group, Peter was employed by another financial 
services firm for nine years.  Mersberger Financial Group is headquartered in a historically renovated 
6,000 square foot office building, originally constructed in 1846 and a part of the Cole Brothers 
Historical District. This building is a historical landmark and received numerous accolades and awards 
for refurbishment and preservation.

 How do I become a client?

Simply schedule a Discovery meeting with one of our financial advisors to talk about your situation. 
Prior to this initial meeting, you will have a brief phone conference with one of our financial advisors 
where they will discuss your concerns, questions, and major reasons for wanting a meeting. After your 
initial meeting, you will have a good understanding of how Mersberger Financial Group can benefit 
you and whether you wish to become a client. You may call our office directly at (920) 467-4909 to 
schedule an appointment or contact us through the “Contact Us” tab on our website at  
www.mersbergerfinancialgroup.com.

 Is there any cost for an initial meeting?

No, there is no fee for an initial meeting. It will be a chance for you to meet a financial advisor, ask 
questions, and share information about your financial goals and expectations so you can decide how 
to proceed.

 What are the fees?

Mersberger Financial Group primarily works with clients through a fee-based, assets under 
management approach:

Consulting Client: If you wish to engage us solely for financial planning, an analysis of your overall 
financial situation, or a consultation on a specific financial issue, then an hourly fee will be determined 
between you and the financial advisor based on the extent and intricacy of the analysis.

Advisory Client: Our advisory clients pay no commissions, trading costs, or brokerage fees. Instead, 
our advisory accounts feature a single annual advisory fee. It is calculated monthly and debited 
from your account in arrears, based on the beginning and ending values of all of the accounts in 
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your household (adjusted for any money you deposit or withdraw during the month). Your monthly 
statement will show the management fee for the month, you will also receive a year-end summary.

The fee is based on the value of your account. So, the more you invest, and the higher your account 
value grows, the lower your rate – potentially providing valuable savings to you.

 What is a Fiduciary?

Fiduciary is a term for an individual who is legally obligated to act in the best interest of a client. It is a 
legal standard to follow in any of the investment advisory accounts Mersberger Financial Group, Inc. 
manages.

 Are you a Fiduciary?

Mersberger Financial Group’s financial advisors do act as fiduciaries for all investment advisory 
accounts. In certain situations, a commission-based structure may be the best fit for a particular client. 
Mersberger Financial Group’s financial advisors do not act as fiduciaries for commission-based client 
accounts. Our goal is to provide each client with the best possible investment solution for them.

 Does Mersberger Financial Group have a succession plan?

Mersberger Financial Group currently has a succession plan structured and in place, with Joshua 
and Zachary Mersberger being equal owners of Mersberger Financial Group with Peter and Marilyn 
Mersberger. Joshua and Zachary will continue to purchase ownership in Mersberger Financial Group 
over the next several years. In addition, Mersberger Financial Group is constantly adding talented 
professionals to ensure that they can continue to offer the high level of service clients have become 
accustomed.

Please contact our office if you have any other questions you would like to discuss:
Phone (920) 467-4909

www.mersbergerfinancialgroup.com



517 Monroe Street • Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085
4321 W College Ave, Suite 200 • Appleton, WI 54914

Tel: 920-467-4909 • Fax: 920-467-4941
www.mersbergerfinancialgroup.com

Securities offered through Registered Representatives of 
Cambridge Investment Research, Inc. a broker-dealer member FINRA/SIPC.

Advisory Services through Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc.,
 a Registered Investment Adviser

Cambridge and Mersberger Financial Group, Inc., are not affiliated.


